Autumn Term Curriculum Overview
English
Reading and Writing Skills (Phonics) – daily Read
Write Inc.
Topic Work: Superheroes
• Poetry – Listen to and discuss poems
• Composing and writing a sentence
• Describing superheroes
Topic Work: Bright Lights, Big City
• Writing invitations
• Writing our own version of the ‘Naughty
Bus’ story

Topic
Topic

Superheroes
Art and Design – Designing and making a superhero
cape
History – Florence Nightingale
Computing – Using programmable toys
Bright Lights, Big City
Geography – Make comparisons between London
and Uppingham
History – The Great Fire of London
Music – Traditional songs
Christmas
Music – The Snowman – Moving to a piece of music
History – Past and present toys
D/T – Design and make a toy carrier

Mathematics

Hedgehogs Class Year 1

In Maths we will be learning to:

Science
Seasonal Changes
Matching weather patterns to seasons, observing
weather (Autumn and winter)
Animals, including humans
Identifying parts of the human body and exploring
our 5 senses
Everyday Materials
Identifying and naming a variety of everyday
materials
Sorting and classifying objects according to the
material from which they are made

-Sort, count and represent objects
-Count one more and one less
-Use the symbols =, < and >
-Compare and order numbers
-Order groups of objects
-Explore part whole models
-Find fact families
-Find number bonds for numbers to 10
-Subtraction (crossing out, counting back, finding the
difference)
-Compare addition and subtraction statements

RE and PSHE

PE

In Religious Education we will be:

Dance – ‘Wildcats’ will be developing skills of
travelling, turning, stillness; changing shape, size,
direction, level, speed and actions.
Multi Skills – ‘Finding fitness’ will develop control
and co-ordination in large and small movements,
move confidently in a range of ways, safely
negotiating space and handle equipment effectively.

•
•
•

-Considering what Christians believe God Is like
-Exploring Judaism (family life and celebrations)
-Exploring the Christmas Story.

In Personal, Social and Health Education we will be:
•
•
•

Getting to know each other
discussing happy playtimes
Exploring British Values

Homework
Daily - Reading
Weekly – Selecting tasks from the homework grid including:
Making your own model of a superhero
Collecting data and your family and friends’ favourite superhero
Describing and explaining who your hero is
Designing your own superhero

